
THE JEWEL IN IRISH TOURISM



Enjoy the warmth of our welcome as have so many 
over the years. With a history of service spanning three 
centuries, Kelly’s has been a family-run hotel for four 
generations since founded by William J. Kelly in 1895, 
so you can trust us to make your stay perfect.
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Bang on a glorious five mile stretch of sand, something  
of an Irish holiday institution. It’s a firm favourite.

The Sunday Times - Top 10 Seaside Hotels UK and Ireland.



The food is a glory, the service is a glory and the staff 
are a glory unto themselves, a benchmark team whose 
civility is unmatched. 

John McKenna, Bridgestone Guide 100 Best
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A truly legendary force in Irish hospitality, Kelly’s has wowed 
generations of guests with its warm welcome, exemplary service, 
great food and superior facilities which keep visitors coming back 
again and again.

Hotel & Catering Review
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Kelly’s Resort is a sizeable complex housing every 
conceivable kind of leisure facility, but thanks to its 
proprietor, Bill Kelly, and his staff the hotel retains  
a wonderful personal, family feel.

The Daily Telegraph



Situated along 5 miles of safe sandy beach, Rosslare, known  
as the “Sunny South-east” enjoys the best of Irish weather.  
The easy atmosphere, the nightly entertainment, the time to  
relax or to enjoy an active sporting break on our indoor/outdoor 
tennis courts, aqua club or a game of golf on the one of the three 
superb golf courses in the area.



Stunningly situated on the Rosslare safe sandy beach,  
a jewel in the crown in Irish Tourism

Sunday Independent
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SeaSpa’s healing seawaters, heat and steam experiences blended 
with therapeutic lighting and textured surrounds will rejuvenate 
service the body, mind and soul.



Our Tradition

1895 The Tea Rooms first 
opened by William J. 
and Mary Kelly

1920 Hotel extended to 36 
bedrooms by Nicholas 
and Kathleen Kelly

1950 William J. and Breda
Kelly took over in  
1953 immediately 
extending the season 
from 4 months to a 
year round holiday 

1905 The first bricks 
were laid for a 10 
bedroomed hotel
which still exists 
today.

1900 The grocery shop 
and hotel bedrooms 
were added. 1970
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Holiday prices include:
Bed and Breakfast 

Lunch (Full Board Package)

Dinner  
(Half & Full Board Packages)

Kelly’s Afternoon Tea

Tea/Coffee after meals

Nightly Entertainment

Tennis (Indoor & Outdoor)

Snooker

Crazy Golf

Bowls & Croquet Lawns

Aqua Club (2 Swimming Pools)

Jacuzzi, Sauna & Steam Room

Outdoor Canadian Hot Tub

Jogging Track

Yoga, Aerobics Studio & Gym

Badminton 

Table Tennis

Children’s Playground

Adult’s & Children’s Fun Tournaments

Bicycle hire, hire of sports equipment  
& shoes are available at a moderate charge

SEASPA
Seawater Vitality Pool & Thermal Suite

Seaweed Bath  
Mud Bath

Holistic Body Treatments

ESPA Body Wraps  
Ayurvedic Treatments

SeaSpa Couples Experience

We would advise advance bookings of SeaSpa 
treatments. Call 053 913 2626, or email 
seaspa@kellys.ie

The Hotel now boasts 118 
Bedrooms, 3 Restaurants, 
12,000 sq ft Spa “SeaSpa”  
and activities for all.

1986 Returning in 1986, 
Bill and Isabelle Kelly 
continue in the same 
tradition with further 
improvements and 
extensions.

Present Day
The 60’s & 70’s saw 
continuous development with 
a new bedroom block and 
Ireland’s first hotel swimming 
pool and indoor tennis courts.

FOLD FOLD
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